Media Kit
USA Today Bestselling Author
Craig A. Price Jr.

Biography:
Craig A. Price Jr. lives on the Alabama Gulf Coast with his beautiful wife and two sons. He is a USA Today Bestselling
author and works full time as a Pipe Planner at a shipyard. He has finished over a dozen novels and has seen a lot of
success on Wattpad, where his novel, The Crimson Claymore, has seen over two and a half million reads and was a
featured read for several years. During his free time, he enjoys reading, writing, playing games, listening to jazz and
classical music on his Record Player, and smoking his long stem pipe.
Website and Links:
https://www.craigaprice.com/
https://www.amazon.com/kindle-dbs/entity/author/B00YIA0DO6
https://www.audible.com/author/Craig-A-Price-Jr/B00YIA0DO6
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCg3DC3EU8t-iJdYdyd9Izpg
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/7211364.Craig_A_Price_Jr_
https://www.bookbub.com/profile/craig-a-price-jr
Social Media:
https://www.facebook.com/CraigAPriceJr/
https://twitter.com/CraigAPriceJr

Signed Book Prices:
All Audio Books & Paperbacks are $15, two for $25, three for $40.

Exceptions:
Victoria’s Grave, Heart of Ikchani, and Chronicles of Starlyn: $10 Each, No Multiple Discount.
Dragonia Empire 1-3 Omnibus: $30

Speaking Topics:
Worldbuilding
Story Planning
Book Formatting
Collaborations (Co-Authorship)
Audiobooks for Authors
NaNoWriMo
Book Marketing
Indie Publishing (Self-Publishing)
Building an Author Website
Programs can speak on:
Scrivener (Mac, ioS, & PC)
Microsoft Word
StoryPlanner (Mac & ioS)
Wonderdraft

Table Displays:

Books Available:
Claymore of Calthoria Trilogy:

https://www.craigaprice.com/the-crimson-claymore.html
A warrior seeking vengeance …
An egotistical wizard searching for a leader …
The entire realm of Calthoria is at stake if no one can stop the reptilian draeyks …
When Searon loses everything he once holds dear, he begins a quest for revenge, leaving behind everything except his
Crimson Claymore. He runs into something he doesn’t expect … a snarky wizard, one who won’t leave him alone unless
he forms an army, an army that could fulfill his revenge, and save all of humanity in Calthoria.
If you love R. A. Salvatore’s action and Terry Goodkind’s humor, then you won’t want to pass up on this action packed
epic fantasy that combines humor and action with a fast-paced, captivating, magic-infused adventure.

https://www.craigaprice.com/obsidian-arrow.html
A new enemy rises from the grave …
… a loved one kidnapped …
… seeking for a cure, an immortal’s strength is failing.
The draeyks have been defeated thanks to the new alliance between humans and the immortal kheshlars. But now, the
draeyks have allied themselves with the blue-skinned daerions, and the undead human-sized scorpions, the nacropi.

The last battle was won, but the war has just started.
An undead kheshlar is seeking revenge, and she’s raising as many allies as she can. Her desire? To destroy the kheshlars
who she’s condemned because of their betrayal of her. She will stop at nothing and let no one get in her way.
Searon must do everything in his power to hold the alliance between humans and kheshlars intact. The fate of Calthoria
depends on it. But this time, he has less allies than before. With Starlyn missing, and his closest companion kidnapped,
Searon struggles to lead his men to victory. If he fails, all life is in danger of becoming part of the undead. Will Searon’s
strength be enough?
If you love epic fantasy full of action with snarky dialog, you’ll want to grab The Obsidian Arrow today, because it’s an
adventure you won’t want to miss!

https://www.craigaprice.com/flamberge.html
An immortal is dying …
The dead are rising …
With one friend dead, and the other captured, Searon has a difficult choice to make. Save his friend or save all of
Calthoria.
More than the draeyks and daerions threaten Calthoria now. Even though they’ve defeated the warlock, Searon still has
to oppose the undead kheshlar, who is relentless to cast her vengeance upon the kheshlars, and she has found a new
alliance in a group of women who are adamant to abolish the male-led government.

Searon’s brother is now king. His life is now wrapped up in politics, which means he cannot confess his love to an
immortal, especially one who is dying. He does everything in his power to find a way to heal her, but a dagger gets
thrown into his plans when she disappears, and now he has to do anything he can to find her and save the heir to the
throne that she carries.
If you love epic fantasy full of action and snarky dialog, you’ll want to grab The Violet Flamberge today, because it’s an
adventure that suck you into a world that you will never want to leave!

Dragonia Empire Series:

https://www.craigaprice.com/dragonia1.html
Dragonriders flood the land with tyranny …
The Resistance doesn’t stand a chance, until they discover an island full of wyverns.
Devarius has lost everything. His parents murdered, his sister kidnapped, and the new village he called home: destroyed.
The Dragonia Empire has gotten out of control, destroying anything and everything in their path searching for the
Resistance. Devarius is left with little choice but to find the Resistance, join them, and hope he can help them defeat the
Dragonia Empire once and for all to bring peace to the land of Kaeldroga.
If you love Dragonriders of Pern and Eragon and you’re looking for a great new dragonrider fantasy to read, you’ll love
this series because it not only has dragonriders, but also wyvernriders and you’ll get to see how they stand up against
each other.

https://www.craigaprice.com/dragonia2.html
Drinking dragon blood is addictive …
… but the powers it gives humans is unmatched …
Zaviana is freed from slavery, only to become a slave to a mercenary who wants to protect her.
She desperately wants her freedom, and she seeks to convince the mercenary to help her bring freedom to all of
Kaeldroga. If they don’t stop the empire this time, it could be the end … for everyone.

But can she trust a mercenary?
The Dragonia Empire has lost the first battle, but they’re not prepared to lose the war. With the help of their
dragonriders and their bloodthirsty shadowmen, they will stop at nothing to have their revenge.
If you love Dragonriders of Pern and Eragon and you’re looking for a great new dragonrider fantasy to read, you’ll love
this series because it not only has dragonriders, but also wyvernriders and you’ll get to see how they stand up against
each other.

https://www.craigaprice.com/dragonia3.html
The Dragon Stone steals the souls of dragons …
… but allows humans to have elemental magic …
Devarius knows the wyverns won’t be enough to face the dragonriders, and the wyvern oil addicted dragonmen cannot
be trusted.

The resistance has won a few battles against the empire. The wyvernriders have proven effective, as have the
dragomen, and now with the newly discovered drakes they have a fighting chance. But it still won’t be enough.
They need to pull off a heist in the center of the Dragonia Empire.
Devarius and the resistance need the dragon stone. It is rumored to give magical abilities to whomever touches it
without addiction. No more siphoning oil from the wyverns for temporary magical abilities for the dragonmen,
temporary abilities from a substance that has proven addictive. No more relying on mediocre spellcasters drawing their
power from wyvern scales around their necks.
They need the dragon stone.
Are the rumors true?
Can it give whomever touches it limitless power?
Will stealing the dragon stone prove a turning point in the war?
Will they be able to steal it unnoticed?
The fate of Kaeldroga depends on it.

If you love Anne McCaffrey and Christopher Paolini and you’re looking for a great new dragonrider series to read, you’ll
love Dragonia because it matches dragonriders against wyvernriders in an epic battle of good versus evil.

https://www.craigaprice.com/dragonia1-3.html
The Dragon Stone steals the souls of dragons …
Drinking dragon blood is addictive …
The Resistance doesn’t stand a chance, until they discover an island full of wyverns.
Devarius has lost everything. His parents murdered, his sister kidnapped, and the new village he called home: destroyed.
The Dragonia Empire has gotten out of control, destroying anything and everything in their path searching for the
Resistance. Devarius is left with little choice but to find the Resistance, join them, and hope he can help them defeat the
Dragonia Empire once and for all to bring peace to the land of Kaeldroga.
If you love Anne McCaffrey’s Dragonriders of Pern and Christopher Paolini’s Eragon and you’re looking for a great new
dragonrider series to read, you’ll love Dragonia because it matches dragonriders against wyvernriders in an epic battle of
good versus evil.
This is a 1-3 Box Set and includes: Dragonia: Rise of the Wyverns, Dragonia: Revenge of the Dragons, and Dragonia:
Dragon Stone

Dragon’s Call Trilogy:

https://www.craigaprice.com/dragonsword.html
Three sisters ... Three Dragons … One Quest to reunite the kingdoms of Verdil.
The sisters are tasked to save the people from their power-mad kings. Three separate missions to three separate
kingdoms - sky, land, and sea.
Armed with their dragon-enchanted weapons, they take on the armies of men.
As the soldiers prepare for battle in a war that must not happen, the sisters have to stop it before it starts. From the
heights of the kingdom in the clouds, to the raging seas and the turbulent land, the sisters find that their dragons are not
as forthcoming as they’d like.
Some wars are fought in the battleground of the mind.

https://www.craigaprice.com/dragonbow.html
Three sisters ... Three Dragons … One Quest to reunite the kingdoms of Verdil.
The battle has begun. The kings haven’t relented. And the three sisters must fight harder than ever to gain the trust of
the three kingdoms.
Armed with their dragon-enchanted weapons, they reestablish old alliances.
As the battles begin, the sisters fight to end the war before it gets worse. But the corruption of man is deep, and they
believe they have found its source. A dark wizard. The problem? There aren’t supposed to be any more wizards, and the

only way men can gain magic is through a dragon, though the sisters’ dragon guides don’t admit the possibility of a
rogue dragon. The sisters aren’t so sure…

https://www.craigaprice.com/dragonscepter.html
Three sisters ... Three Dragons … One Quest to reunite the kingdoms of Verdil.
The wizard has been defeated, but the battle is still long from over. Without Svana, the sisters must fight harder than
ever to restore their own kingdoms.
Armed with their dragon-enchanted weapons, they must battle evil dragons.
Svana has been hurt, and they’re not sure if she’ll survive. In Svana’s place, Jakobe sets on a journey to save her for
Telluris, and for himself. There is little the sisters can do, and they must leave their sister behind to save their own
kingdoms. What they discover, is terrifying. More than a wizard corrupted the souls of the kings of Verdil. They discover
dragons as the source. With this newfound knowledge, the sisters must tread lightly as they try to restore peace through
all of Verdil, especially after discovering a secret hidden deep within the depths of Aequoris—an undead army. The
sisters are running out of time to restore the alliances between the kingdoms, but now they realize if they don’t hurry…
it will be too late.

Space Gh0st Adventures Series:

https://www.craigaprice.com/ghost1.html
Roads?! Where we’re going, we don’t need roads!
When a strange radio signal is detected in deep space, the president needs his finest officers to check it out.
Unfortunately, the closest vessel is a lowly asteroid miner staffed with a ragtag crew of misfits.
The leader of this crew is Captain Daniel, an "Unwanted." In the future, the rigors of space travel are reserved for two
sets of people. Clones of the best and brightest officers, and the products of unplanned pregnancies. As one of the
latter, Daniel is considered inferior to his peers and sees this exploratory mission as a chance to prove himself to the
galaxy.
Full of tongue-in-cheek humor, "Ghost Probe" will have you chuckling and smiling as the crew of the ship attempts to
answer one of humanity's biggest existential questions.
With comic dialogue and situations, "Ghost Probe" will appeal to fans of "The Orville" and other sci-fi that doesn't take
itself too seriously.

https://www.craigaprice.com/ghost2.html
A radio transmission deep in space …
… a surveillance mission is ordered …
Daniel finally has his chance to prove himself with his first official planetary exploration mission.
It isn’t going to be Daniel’s first time to a new planet, but it will be his first time leading an expedition from the

beginning. In the past, he led missions to asteroids, and one planetary exploration since there were no nearby captains.
But this time, he is chosen to go on his first official planet exploratory mission. He is ready to prove himself a capable
ship captain.
What could possibly go wrong with a simple surveillance mission?
Daniel is an Unwanted, surrounded by a galaxy of clones. He desires nothing more than to prove himself, but no one
takes him seriously. He uses humor as a defense mechanism and stumbles his entire way through being a captain. But
this is his first serious mission. He needs to make sure it succeeds at all cost.
If you love Star Trek and The Orville, Science Fiction with snarky characters and humor-filled plot lines with a little bit of
hard science, then you’ll love Ghost Surveillance, because everyone is an explorer at heart!

https://www.craigaprice.com/ghost3.html
A spaceship crashes onto a planet …
… completely filled with dragons.
When crash landing onto a planet filled with flying, fire-breathing beasts, Daniel is uncertain he can step up as the
captain his crew needs to escape the strange planet.
Daniel is an Unwanted. His parents didn't want him. The Space Academy didn't want him. The shipyard he worked at for
years barely wanted him. But here he was, clawing through the ranks of them all to become the captain of his very own
ship. The Ghost. After one successful accidental mission, and a second mediocre one, he is now the captain of an
exploratory crew. To go where no one has gone before, and all that jazz. It's always been his dream.
But when he crash lands on a planet full of dragons. No, not dinosaurs. Dragons. Yes, you heard that right. Dragons. Firebreathing, Ice-Breathing, and lots of other elemental-breathing, flying dragons. Daniel doesn't know what to do. They
may not be intelligent life, but he's stranded with a small crew and they must fight their way out, fix their ship, and get
as far away from what Daniel is calling "Dragon Planet" (Original--I know), and onto his next exploratory mission ... if he
can survive.
If you love Star Trek and The Orville, Science Fiction with snarky characters and humor-filled plot lines with a little bit of
hard science, then you’ll love Ghost Dragon, because everyone is an explorer at heart!

Calthoria Prequels Trilogy:

https://www.craigaprice.com/starlyn.html
Kheshlars are immortal…
… but then why is Starlyn's mother dying?
With her mother's health failing, time is running out, and so are the options for finding a cure.
Arria, Starlyn's sister, decides to act. Seeking a cure, Arria taps into the forbidden power of dark magic.
When Starlyn learns of her sister's studies, she begs her to stop or risk becoming an outcast among their people. When
Arria refuses, Starlyn must choose between her sister's freedom or her mother's life.
The wrong choice could leave them both dead.
You’ll love this new adventure, because everyone has someone they wish they could save, if they were given the chance.

https://www.craigaprice.com/heart-of-ikchani.html
Politics is a man’s game…
… or is it?
Four women have their lives shattered, and they will stop at nothing to shatter the male-led government.
When the constable decides to slaughter all the men of a nearby village, the remaining women decide not to succumb to
the tyranny of Legain. Instead, they gather together to learn magic, how to fight, and how to disrupt the political
structure of the city.

They call themselves the Ikchani.
If you like strong female characters, magic, witty heroes, and ruthless villains, then you’ll love this high-octane series
from USA Today bestselling author, Craig A. Price Jr.

https://www.craigaprice.com/victorias-grave.html
War or love…
… the choice could leave Searon to an early grave …
… or a grave for the ones he loves.
Searon was the captain of Legain, and led their army into countless battles, but inside, his heart was empty. He knew he
was meant for something greater.
When tasked with destroying a nearby village, he finds himself fighting his duty and what he believes to be right.
Searon’s choice won’t only affect the people around him, but his own soul. Does he have enough strength to make the
right choice?
You’ll love this tale of an ordinary warrior making the decision to be a coward or a hero, because we all wonder what we
would choose if given the choice.

Anthologies:

https://www.craigaprice.com/fantasticrealms1.html
Dragons fly when the wind turns warm. Heroes unsheathe their swords when shadows darken doorways. A scrap of a
girl enters the gladiator’s ring. A hero’s quest, or is it revenge? Fight to win. Fight to survive.
Forested worlds with mountains and magic. From swords to serpents to spells, with characters you cheer for, mourn
for, and most of all, follow on their quests. Journey to Fantastic Realms with 25 stories written by fantasy scribes, both
old and new.
Tales of the dark, the light, the mystical, the barbaric, and the magical. Join us today and find your next favorite fantasy
author, right here living in the Fantastic Realms.

https://www.craigaprice.com/pieces1.html
Sweet Home Alabama.
Have a slice of Alabama Literature. This collection brings you over 20 authors from the Gulf Coast in Alabama, including
USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Carolyn Haines and Craig A. Price Jr., award winning author Jodie Cain Smith, and
several others, including some first-time publications. This is a fantastic anthology with many types of short stories and
poems included. Authors featured: cj petterson, Candice Conner, Craig A. Price Jr., Joyce Scarbrough, Lady Lester,
Frances Roberts, Ron Polizzi, Mavis M Jarrell, Dee Jordan, Oksana Leslie, Rachell Jackson, Carrie Dalby, Caren Rich,
Isabella N. Jetten, Carolyn Haines, D Dean Carroll, Steven Moore, Ross Conner Smith, Christa Stanley, Jodie Cain Smith,
and Jim Hancock. This collection has been put together by the Mobile Writers Guild.

Red Rogue Trilogy:

https://www.craigaprice.com/wayofthieves.html
A magical scepter can destroy the world …
… a band of thieves plan to steal it.
Siblings, Brendan and Kiera are in for the assignment of their lives. As descendants of dragons, magic is in their blood,
and such a skill is almost as valuable as gold to their guild of thieves. Without any memory of life before becoming
orphans, the two are tasked with stealing the revered Revarium Scepter from the Sorcerer's Guild.
It’s time to grab their dragon powder, prepare for dangerous quests, and discover the truth of their heritage before the
entire world is destroyed.
Ocean’s Eleven meets Game of Thrones in this gritty epic fantasy that you’ll love, because everyone loves a magical
heist.

Paranormal Romance Standalone:

https://www.craigaprice.com/undiscovered-origins.html
A slave seeks her freedom …
… she believes she finds someone who can free her …
… until she sees him commit murder … and he doesn’t look human when he does …
Jade is a slave in a traveling circus who is scared for her life. She believes she has finally found someone special, but now
she doesn’t know what to think. She can’t trust him, and she’s afraid for her life. Jade doesn’t believe he’s human, and
she begins to question if she’s human herself. She finds herself discovering a world full of wonder and possibility. Not
knowing who to trust, and who to call her friend, Jade must decide what her purpose is in the new world she stumbled
into.
If you love Sherrilyn Kenyon and Fee Han, then you’ll love Undiscovered Origins, because everyone loves a great
paranormal romance!

